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a b s t r a c t 

Biomineralization integrates complex physical and chemical processes bio-controlled by the living organ- 

isms through ionic concentration regulation and organic molecules production. It allows tuning the struc- 

tural, optical and mechanical properties of hard tissues during ambient-condition crystallisation, motivat- 

ing a deeper understanding of the underlying processes. By combining state-of-the-art optical and X-ray 

microscopy methods, we investigated early-mineralized calcareous units from two bivalve species, Pinc- 

tada margaritifera and Pinna nobilis , revealing chemical and crystallographic structural insights. In these 

calcite units, we observed ring-like structural features correlated with a lack of calcite and an increase 

of amorphous calcium carbonate and proteins contents. The rings also correspond to a larger crystalline 

disorder and a larger strain level. Based on these observations, we propose a temporal biomineralization 

cycle, initiated by the production of an amorphous precursor layer, which further crystallizes with a tran- 

sition front progressing radially from the unit centre, while the organics are expelled towards the prism 

edge. Simultaneously, along the shell thickness, the growth occurs following a layer-by-layer mode. These 

findings open biomimetic perspectives for the design of refined crystalline materials. 

Statement of significance 

Calcareous biominerals are amongst the most present forms of biominerals. They exhibit astonishing 

structural, optical and mechanical properties while being formed at ambient synthesis conditions from 

ubiquitous ions, motivating the deep understanding of biomineralization. Here, we unveil the first forma- 

tion steps involved in the biomineralization cycle of prismatic units of two bivalve species by applying a 

new multi-modal non-destructive characterization approach, sensitive to chemical and crystalline proper- 

ties. The observations of structural features in mineralized units of different ages allowed the derivation 

of a temporal sequence for prism biomineralization, involving an amorphous precursor, a radial crys- 

tallisation front and a layer-by-layer sequence. Beyond these chemical and physical findings, the herein 

introduced multi-modal approach is highly relevant to other biominerals and bio-inspired studies. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Biomineralization integrates complex biological, chemical and 

hysical processes to control the formation and structuring of min- 

ralized tissues in living organisms [ 1 , 2 ]. The versatility of the 
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iomineralization processes is remarkably illustrated by their ca- 

ability to often simultaneously produce different crystalline poly- 

orphs under the same external conditions, presenting morpho- 

ogical site- and species-specific architectures [ 3 , 4 ]. The consistent 

resence of a sub-micrometric granular structure, [ 5 , 6 ] as observed 

n many marine shell calcareous carbonates, silica sponges, car- 

onated hydroxyapatite of bone and tooth enamel, [6] and even 

n fossil marine biominerals as old as the Ediacaran (550 Ma) 

7] points towards some mechanism generics in the mineralization 

rocess. Deciphering these mechanisms is of crucial importance: 

esides the fundamental challenges crystallisation under biological 

ediation represents, it will provide bio-inspired strategies for the 

ynthesis of nanostructured inorganic materials using e.g. , green 

hemistry approaches [8] . Despite extensive studies, the complex- 

ty of the biomineralization processes is continuously highlighted 

2] , evidencing that classical crystallisation theory can not be in- 

oked to explain the formation of most of organo-mineral crystals 

nd thus, that a detailed understanding of biomineralization is still 

acking to date. 

Calcium carbonate mollusc shells and echinoderms, which raise 

nterest owing to their hierarchically organized structures, are of- 

en used as model systems [9] . In particular, while bivalve mol- 

uscs shells often present a complex 3D architecture, Pinctada mar- 

aritifera (Pm) and Pinna nobilis (Pn) represent simpler models. 

he shells of Pm and Pn are organized in two mineralized layers 

omposed of crystalline biomineral units ( i.e. , an external layer of 

longated calcite prisms [10–12] and an internal layer of arago- 

ite nacreous tablets [ 13 , 14 ]), produced simultaneously and extra 

ellularly by the organism [4] . The whole structure is lined by an 

rganic membrane, the periostracum, covering the outer shell. An 

rganic envelope individually surrounds prisms and nacre tablets 

4] . These species are model systems commonly used [ 15 , 16 ] to

tudy the biological, chemical and physical processes at play dur- 

ng biomineralization due to their comparatively simple shell ar- 

hitecture. Knowledge on the composition of the organic matrix, 

roduced by the organism, holds the promise to understand at 

hich structural level the biological control over the biomineral- 

zation process is exerted [17–19] . With the advent of proteomics, 

remendous progress has been made in the identification of the 

roteins contained in the mollusc organic matrix [20] , showing 

hat the majority of these proteins are specifically associated to the 

roduction of either calcite prisms or aragonite nacreous tablets. 

owever, knowledge of the precise function of these proteins (and 

ther sugars and lipids) remains elusive and is mostly based on 

n vitro crystallisation assays [21–24] and microscopy investigation 

f labelled biominerals [25–27] . The presence of intra-crystalline 

rganic molecules is as well reported [25–27] and confirmed by 

ransmission electron microscopy [28] . In addition to the question 

f the role of the different or ganic molecules, the specific crystalli- 

ation pathways, i.e., the different mechanisms by which the ini- 

ial ions associate to build the final granular crystals [7] are also 

nder debate [29] . In sea urchins [30–32] , corals [ 33 , 34 ] and mol-

uscs [35–37] , the repeated observation of amorphous calcium car- 

onate, an otherwise metastable CaCO3 polymorph, leads to con- 

ider it as transient precursor of the crystallisation pathway [38] , 

hich could be temporarily stabilized by factors such as granules 

f finite size [ 39 , 40 ], by the presence of organic macromolecules

41] and/or by the mantle cells [42] . These observations provide 

uidelines for formulating biomineral growth models, as already 

roposed for sea urchin spine [43] , the nacreous layer [ 27 , 28 ] and

he prismatic layer [ 16 , 26 , 44 ]. 

The ideal strategy to study the biomineralization processes, 

he in vivo investigation of the crystallising organisms, is how- 

ver as appealing in theory as it is challenging in practice [45] . 

his practical difficulty can be partly circumvented by the in- 

estigation of biomineralized units in their early growth stages 
195 
 44 , 46 ], allowing one to, at least partially, infer a temporal se-

uence of the biomineralization mechanisms. While the observa- 

ion of post-mortem biominerals only gives access to stable post- 

rystallisation stages and not to the transient stages occurring 

uring the biomineralization process, the presence of developing 

iomineralized units in their early growth stages is susceptible 

o provide decisive pieces of information, allowing one to bridge 

hose gaps. We devise this strategy in this article, thanks to the 

se of highly-resolved, highly-sensitive experimental approaches, 

hich are able to probe the early biomineralized units in their 

ristine state, with negligible impacts of radiation-induced dam- 

ge. In particular, we take advantage of two recently developed 

ptical microscopy methods, coherent Raman scattering [47] and 

ectorial ptychography [ 4 8 , 4 9 ], applied for the first time to the

iomineralization problem, in order to provide chemical and crys- 

alline (via the optical properties of the crystal) structural informa- 

ion, respectively. Those approaches are complemented by state- 

f-the-art, highly resolved X-ray diffraction microscopy method. 

n this way, we are able to assemble a very detailed picture of 

he early-mineralized prism units of P. margaritifera and P. nobilis 

hells. While these two selected species present well-documented 

ifferences in their prismatic structure ( e.g. , crystalline orienta- 

ion distribution [50] , organic composition, etc .), they both pro- 

uce single-crystalline calcite prisms at the shell growth edge [4] . 

hile the presence of morphological rings decorating the exter- 

al side of the prisms is interpreted as a first radial growth stage 

 14 , 16 ], the repeated observations of layered structures along the 

rism growth direction, of both morphological [51] and chemi- 

al [52] nature, points towards a sequential layer-by-layer growth 

odel [53] . 

In this work, we further report for both species, the presence 

f ring-like chemical and crystalline structures within these units, 

orresponding to amorphous calcium carbonate- and organic-rich 

egions, also associated with a modification of the crystalline or- 

er and strain. Those findings, put into the context of a biomin- 

ralization sequence, are pointing towards a radial crystallisa- 

ion front, arising from the transformation of an amorphous cal- 

ium carbonate precursor, most likely in a cyclical manner, cre- 

ting subsequent layers. We hypothesize that the role of the or- 

anics likely involves the stabilization of the amorphous pre- 

ursor, the spatial registration, and strain and optical property 

ediation. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Sample preparation 

The juvenile Pinctada margaritifera shells were farmed at the 

FREMER hatchery at the biological station of Vairao (Tahiti). They 

ere cultivated in an optimal and sanitary-controlled environment 

o avoid any contamination during growth. Once selected, they 

ere preserved in a 70% ethanol/water solution and transferred to 

he Institut Fresnel in Marseille (France). 

The Pinna nobilis shell pieces were sampled in 10/2013 and 

ame from specimen living in the Mediterranean Sea (Giens, 

rance). No animal was captured or killed. Small, millimetre-sized 

ieces were removed in situ from the spines covering the outer 

hell, in the vicinity of the shell growth margin and further pre- 

erved in a 70% ethanol/water solution. 

.2. Coherent Raman scattering microscopy 

Two optical micro-spectroscopy techniques were used to im- 

ge the structural distribution of calcium carbonate and organic 

olecules using the sensitivity of coherent Raman with respect 

o specific vibrational modes [ 47 , 54 ]: coherent anti-Stokes Raman 
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cattering (CARS) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). For both 

maging modalities, the laser pulse duration of around 2 ps, trans- 

ers to 12 cm 

−1 spectral resolution [47] . The lateral and axial reso- 

utions were measured to be 350 nm and 2.5 μm, respectively. For 

oth modalities, the calcite symmetric-stretch C-O vibration value 

as calibrated with a calcite geologic crystal and found at 1085 

m 

−1 , as referenced [55] . A mode-locked laser (picoEmerald, APE, 

0 MHz repetition rate) delivers synchronous pulses at two differ- 

nt wavelengths, one called Stokes at 1032 nm and one other tun- 

ble pulse within a range of 730–960 nm, called pump. The two 

eams overlap in time and space and are focused using a water 

mmersion objective (40x, NA 1.15, CFI Apo Lambda S LWD, Nikon). 

he image acquisition is performed using galvanometric scanning 

irrors (6200 H, Cambridge Technology). Typically, the pixel dwell 

ime is 40 μs and the average powers at the focal spot are about 

–15 mW. The forward emitted light is collected in transmission 

sing a long working distance in-air objective (40x, NA 0.6, LUC- 

LFLN, Olympus) and focused on a channel photomultiplier tube 

Hamamatsu, H10682). In the SRS mode, the experimental scheme 

s slightly modified. An Electro Optic Modulator (EOM) modulates 

he intensity of the Stokes beam at 20 MHz. The forward sig- 

al is focused on the detection module (APE SRS detection set), 

hich comprises a large-area photodetector and a lock-in ampli- 

er. The intensity of the modulated transfer from Stokes to pump 

s measured with an integration time of 100 ns. CARS and SRS 

odalities were alternatively used following the evolution of the 

et-up 

For the P. margaritifera investigations, the shells were cut into 

ieces of about 1 mm 

2 and placed onto a microscope coverslip 

n an ethanol/water solution. For the P. nobilis investigation, the 

ample was fixed on a tip and measured in air. For both ex- 

eriments, the threshold of beam-induced damage has been de- 

ermined on a different region on the sample and a power of 

bout 50% of the threshold value was used to ensure negligible 

ffects. 

.3. Optical vectorial ptychography 

Measurements were carried out on a custom-built setup for 

ptical vectorial ptychography [48] , operating at a wavelength 

f 635 nm. The object was placed on a motorized stage (U- 

80 from Physik Instrumente) and scanned under a finite-sized 

robe with effective diameter of 100 μm, selected optically by 

lacing a 2-mm diameter iris diaphragm in the image plane of 

 20 × objective lens (ACHN-P, NA 0.4, Olympus). The camera 

Stingray F-145B, Allied Vision, 320 × 240 effective pixels of 

5.8 × 25.8 μm 

2 after binning) was placed 190 mm downstream 

f the diaphragm. The acquisition time was set so that the whole 

amera 14-bit dynamical range was used. For P. nobilis and P. 

argaritifera shells, the scanning grid contained 459 and 270 

oints, respectively, with average steps, along the two scanning 

irections, of 11 μm and 9 μm, respectively. All scans included 

dditional random step fluctuations of ±50%, in order to avoid 

eriodic reconstruction artifacts. At each scanning position, three 

inearly polarized probes at angles of 0, 45, 90 ° in the object 

lane and three linear analyser orientations at angles of 0, 45, 90 °
ere used, resulting in nine different combinations. Object recon- 

tructions were performed by means of the conjugate gradient 

lgorithm, allowing the joint estimation of the three illumination 

robes together with the complete optical properties of the object 

56] . P. nobilis and P. margaritifera shell image reconstructions 

ave been obtained after 950 and 500 iterations, respectively. 

n this study, we focus on the optical path length (OPL), the 

etardance (R) and the Eigenpolarization ellipticity (EPE) [49] . 

he transverse spatial resolution is approximately estimated to 

.8 μm. 
196 
.4. X-ray microscopy 

The X-ray nanoprobe Bragg diffraction experiments were per- 

ormed at the ID13 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radi- 

tion Facility. The 14.64 keV monochromatic beam was focused 

own to the sample position using a set of crossed silicon refrac- 

ive lenses of 25 μm effective aperture and 0.01 m focal length. 

his produces a beam size of 80 nm (FWHM) at the focal plane. 

he sample, fixed on a metallic tip was mounted onto a three- 

xis piezo-electric stage, itself placed on the top of a hexapod. It 

as further translated into the focal plane, using an optical mi- 

roscope with a 1 μm depth of focus. A 2D Dectris Eiger X 4 M

2070 × 2167 pixels, 75 μm width) pixel array detector was placed 

t 133 mm from the sample allowing to record multiple Bragg 

eaks simultaneously, in transmission geometry. The peaks appear 

s soon as Bragg diffraction conditions are met, either during the 

patial scanning of the disc across the beam (using a step size of 

.4 μm, for a full scanned area of several 10 × 10 μm 

2 ) or during

he rocking curve acquisition performed over an angular range of 

 °, with an angular step of 0.1 ° and an exposure time of 0.1 s/step.

or the prism, the step size, the angular range and the angular step 

ere set to 0.5 μm, 7 ° and 0.2 °, respectively. 

. Results 

The results reported herein have been obtained on the youngest 

ossible prismatic units of P. margaritifera and P. nobilis shells. 

hese two species have been chosen for the morphological similar- 

ties in their prismatic layers, enabling complementary and com- 

arative studies, and for the favourable access to early mineral- 

zing stages. For P. margaritifera , juvenile specimens produced by 

 hatchery were selected and the regions in the vicinity of the 

rowth edge of the shell were chosen for the analysis. The struc- 

ure of this specific region is illustrated in Supporting Fig. S1. The 

hell presents a continuous growth history with the bulk of the 

hell being composed of well-developed and tightly-packed prisms 

typical size of about 20 μm), while the growth edge exhibits iso- 

ated, smaller and rather disc-like units, which we refer to as discs. 

hose are the early-stages of the prismatic units [ 14 , 44 , 57 ]. Note

he ring-like features observed on the external side of the shell, as 

bserved previously [ 14 , 16 ]. While similar regions are difficult to 

ccess on the shell of P. nobilis, we could easily extract the most- 

ecently produced spines (according to the wording introduced by 

arin et al. [58] ,) covering the outer surface of the shells (Meth- 

ds). Although not often studied, those thin spines (about 30 μm 

hick at the outer edge) are composed of a single layer of pris- 

atic calcite units, with their morphological appearance compara- 

le to the one of P. margaritifera prisms (Supporting Fig. S2). In the 

ollowing we present the structural results obtained on P. margari- 

ifera and P. nobilis prisms, using chemical and crystalline sensitive 

pproaches. 

.1. Chemical information derived from coherent Raman microscopy 

The chemical structure of the shells has first been investigated 

ith coherent Raman scattering microscopy techniques, able to 

arget specific chemical bond vibrations with a spectral resolution 

f about 12 cm 

−1 (Supporting Fig. S3), using the coherent super- 

osition of two laser pulses, one at a wavelength of 1032 nm and 

nother tunable one in the 730–960 nm range. The high-sensitivity 

nd high-spatial resolution ( ≈ 350 nm laterally and ≈ 2.5 μm axi- 

lly) of the coherent Raman process allow us to image a 3D volume 

ithin a few tens of minutes, with negligible radiation-induced 

amage. This is a particular advantage for shells, which are rather 

on-planar and possibly inclined by a few degrees with respect to 

he plane perpendicular to the beam. 
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Fig. 1 presents the growth edge of a juvenile P. margaritifera 

hell, obtained in transmission at the calcite symmetric C-O stretch 

 ν1 ) mode (referenced [55] at a wavenumber of 1085 cm 

−1 ). As 

xpected, it shows the presence of well-defined densely-packed 

risms, constituting the external mineral layer. Closer to the shell 

dge, disc-like units are observed, which correspond to the early 

ormation stages of the prisms [ 14 , 44 , 57 ]. Discs of smaller diame-

er are located closer to the shell edge. While their apparent thick- 

ess is limited by the axial resolution of the microscope (see cross- 

ection in Fig. 1 C), one can estimate (from de-convolution princi- 

le) the disc thickness to about 0.5 ( ±0.3) μm, at the edge, and the

hickest prisms to be a few microns thick. The elongated units, vis- 

ble at the very border of the periostracum, on two different cross 

ections in Fig. 1 A-D, are disc units perpendicular to the plane 

iew [4] . The same approach was used on the thicker prisms of 

he P. nobilis shell ( Fig. 1 E, F), allowing for the 3D representation

f the spatial distribution of the intensity. However, the axial reso- 

ution, which is intrinsically much larger than the sub-micrometric 

ateral resolution, prevents a full analysis of the internal in- 

ensity distribution of the prisms. Therefore, our further analy- 

is is based on 2D images, obtained after removing the out-of- 

he-shell-plane parasitic signal and integrating the intensity along 

he thickness direction. The high lateral spatial resolution of co- 

erent Raman microscopy allows observing black rings, visible in 

ll discs and some prisms of P. margaritifera ( Fig. 1 D) and in some

risms of P. nobilis ( Fig. 1 E). They indicate a lack of locally orga-

ized CaCO 3 material. Interestingly, in P. margaritifera , the shape 

f these rings clearly starts to show occasional deviation from an 

nnular form when approaching a disc/disc or a disc/prism inter- 

ace (further illustrated in Supporting Fig. S4). A light etching of 

he shell enhances those ring-like concentric structures, which are 

nly visible from the external side of the shell (Supporting Fig. S5). 

 careful analysis of the coherent Raman integrated intensity map 

as finally performed. We analysed the average intensity further 

y a histogram approach as a mean to extract the amount of min- 

ral present ( Fig. 1 H). We observed that individual mineral units 

re often characterized by a uni- or bimodal intensity distribution. 

oreover, in most cases, the maxima of the intensity distribution 

eem to follow a linear progression (constant increment between 

wo successive maxima, highlighted by grey lines in Fig. 1 H). One 

otes that some prisms however deviate from this behaviour by a 

mall offset. We stipulate that this specific behaviour of the inte- 

rated intensity ( i.e ., the linear progression of the intensity maxima 

bserved in the individual histograms) is likely resulting from the 

iomineral structure along the growth axis, likely in relation with 

 laterally non-continuous distribution of mineral. This is further 

nvestigated below. 

Using the chemical sensitivity of coherent Raman microscopy, a 

pectral investigation of the same area was performed in the vicin- 

ty of the calcite C-O bond ν1 vibration ( Fig. 2 ): images at different

avenumbers have been recorded and spectra have been extracted 

t different positions along a section of a mineral unit, located be- 

ween the disc-like unit region and the mature prism region. The 

eries of spectra shows a broad line profile with a main peak corre- 

ponding to the calcite ν1 vibration, and a second less intense one, 

hifted towards smaller wavenumbers (at about 1073 cm 

−1 ). This 

alue fits the range of previously reported biogenic amorphous 

aCO 3 vibrations (a broad (30 cm 

−1 ) peak at about 1080 ± 5 cm 

−1 ,

orresponding to the symmetric C-O stretch in a non-symmetric 

tructure) [38] . The presence of this amorphous component was 

urther confirmed by classical Raman microscopy (see Supporting 

ig. S9). Therefore, we can safely assign the off-calcite contribu- 

ion found by coherent Raman microscopy to an amorphous CaCO 3 

tate and further refer to it for readability, as ACC (for amorphous 

alcium carbonate), while the spectral component corresponding 

o the ν1 vibration of calcite (1085 cm 

−1 ) is referred to as CC (for
197 
rystalline calcite). In order to quantify the ACC and CC contribu- 

ions we developed an analysis routine based on the calculation 

f the symmetric difference map. This contrast map corresponds 

o the difference between the intensity maps measured at the two 

elected wavenumbers, normalized by the sum of the two intensity 

aps. When CC is taken as the reference, a signal fully dominated 

y the CC (resp., ACC) contribution would result to a + 1 (resp., −1) 

nit-less value, while the value 0 would indicate equivalent contri- 

utions of CC and ACC. This is not valid anymore if the widths of 

he peaks produce an overlap between the respective signals. In 

his case, the complete absence of one of the components will re- 

ult in a smaller maximum contrast value, which would be homo- 

eneous over the sample surface if this characteristic is verified all 

ver the sample. Finally, note that if both CC and ACC are present 

n all positions within the sample, with only slightly different dis- 

ributions, the CC and ACC maps are expected to present rather 

imilar behaviors. Our analysis approach was carefully tested on 

umerical data (Supporting Fig. S6): it allows extracting some con- 

rast information without prior knowledge on the intrinsic width 

f the two considered peaks. The contrast maps shown in Fig. 2 E- 

 exhibit some inhomogeneities: the mineral units appear mostly 

rystalline, however with some ACC rich regions present at their 

dges. In a second analysed shell, presented in Supporting Fig. S7, 

e observed that the discs closer to the growth edge contain a 

arger amount of ACC. Some ring-like regions centred on the min- 

ral units and corresponding to an increase of ACC are also ob- 

erved. For both P. margaritifera samples, we note that some of the 

CC enrichment seems to be close to the black ring structures. A 

pecific noise analysis was performed in order to address the ori- 

in of the observed fluctuations in the contrast map and ensured 

hat their values were significant (Fig. S8A, B). Note that the in- 

estigation of a mature (thick) prism (Fig. S7G-I), although it ev- 

dences also the presence of ACC-enriched regions (rather in the 

entre of the prism and in the interprismatic regions), does not al- 

ow us to distinguish the ring-like features anymore. To go further 

n the analysis, the Amide I region [59] at 1650 cm 

−1 was targeted. 

e referred to it as Pr (standing for proteins, based on the pres- 

nce of amide groups in their structure). Displayed in Fig. 2 D, an 

nhomogeneous distribution of Pr is observed inside the mineral 

nits, which resembles the previously found distribution of ACC, 

videnced by the contrast map in Fig. 2 E. This is further high- 

ighted by the direct comparisons performed for some individual 

ineral units in Fig. 2 F and G. To allow for a better quantification

f this correlation, the correlation coefficients, between the con- 

rast map and the Pr map, were calculated for a series of mineral 

nits (Supporting Fig. S8C, D). As a strong structural contrast is 

lready present at the border of the individual prisms, producing 

 systematic bias in the correlation coefficient, the calculation of 

he correlation coefficient is restricted to regions inside the prism. 

hey are all clearly negative (note that, the correlation coefficients 

btained between the contrast map and the CC maps are all clearly 

ositive). A comparable study was performed on the P. nobilis shell 

pine ( Fig. 3 ). As observed for the P. margaritifera shell, the CC 

istribution map shows a decrease of CC intensity in annular re- 

ions. The comparison with the ACC and Pr maps shows that the 

egions with reduced CC-content are generally associated with ex- 

ess in Pr and ACC ( Fig. 3 D, E). This was further quantified by cal-

ulating the correlation coefficients (Supporting Fig. S8E, F), which 

resent a behaviour similar to the one observed for P. margaritifera , 

onfirming this trend. The observation of a Pr signal in the inter- 

rismatic regions is consistent with the presence of the organic 

atter constituting the prism envelope [ 60 , 61 ]. Unfortunately, go- 

ng further in the analysis of the organic composition is likely out 

f our reach at this stage, as this would require a highly-sensitive 

nd spatially highly-resolved approach able at producing extended 

hemical information. A classical Raman spectroscopy characteriza- 
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Fig. 1. Coherent Raman microscopy of the growth edge of a Pinctada margaritifera shell and the shell spine of Pinna nobilis . ( A ) Optical micrographs of a juvenile P. margari- 

tifera shell in the vicinity of its growth edge. Well-defined polygonal prisms and disc-like units, the early mineralization stage of prisms, can be identified. The limit of the 

periostracum supporting membrane is also visible. ( B ) Same shell area, investigated with Coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) at the symmetric stretch C-O ( ν1 ) 

vibration mode of calcite (see text). ( C ) Cross section of the 3D acquisition along the line indicated in ( A ). An about-to-flip disc-like unit is visible at the shell edge. Note 

that the horizontal scale in ( C ) is the same as the one in ( B ). The intensity colour scale for ( B ) and ( C ) is shown in ( B ). ( D ) Zoom-in view with slightly enhanced intensity 

contrast. Black rings corresponding to calcite-reduced regions are visible in some disc-like and prism units, at the shell border. ( E ) Same approach performed on a P. nobilis 

shell spine. ( F ) 3D volume rendering of the 3D CARS signal. The grey surface corresponds to region with the same intensity level. ( G, H ) Histogram analysis of the coherent 

Raman intensity signal shown in ( G ), obtained with the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) modality. The histograms refer to individual prisms identified in ( G ). The grey 

lines are guides to the eye. The intensity colour scales, common to ( G ) and ( H ), are indicated on the plot. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 2. Coherent Raman microscopy images performed at the calcite ν1 , the amorphous calcium carbonate ν1 and the Amide I vibration modes on a Pinctada margaritifera 

shell. ( A ) SRS intensity image of a P. margaritifera growth edge, obtained at the symmetric stretch C-O ( ν1 ) vibration (1085 cm 

−1 for crystalline calcite (CC)). ( B ) Same area 

measured at the amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) ν1 vibration (1073 cm 

−1 ). ( C ) Full spectra obtained for different positions along a prism radius identified in ( A ). ( D ) 

Same area as ( A ) and ( B ) measured at the Amide I vibration (1650 cm 

−1 ) and referred to as Pr (for proteins). For ( A-C ) the linear intensity scale is indicated on the plots. ( E ) 

The normalized intensity difference (signal symmetric difference) calculated from images obtained near 1085 and 1073 cm 

−1 , for an individual prism. The hue values encode 

the amount of crystalline calcite (CC) material versus amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC), while the brightness corresponds to the CC intensity signal. ( F, G ) left same as ( E ) 

for other mineralized units and (in green) the corresponding juxtaposed Pr maps. The black arrows in ( F ) and ( G ) point towards regions presenting ACC enrichment. (For 

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ion, performed on a P. margaritifera shell, is presented as Support- 

ng Fig. S9. Besides evidencing the usual organics-related bands, it 

onfirms the presence of ACC within the investigated disc. 

In summary, coherent Raman microscopy allowed evidencing 

he presence of the ring-like features in early mineralizing units 

f P. margaritifera and thin prisms of P. nobilis . These ring-like fea- 

ures are characterized by a decrease in CC and an increase in ACC 

nd Pr and they start to deviate strongly from their initial annular 

hape once the mineralizing units get in contact with each other. 

.2. Crystalline information from optical vectorial ptychography 

The crystalline structure of these shells was further investigated 

ith optical vectorial ptychography, a recently developed quantita- 

ive microscopy approach, conceived for mapping the optical re- 

ponse of optically anisotropic materials [ 48 , 62 ]. Experimental and 

lgorithmic details are given in the Methods. Results presented 
199 
ere exploit the most advanced methodological development aim- 

ng at extracting structural information from these data [49] . Fol- 

owing this approach, we focus on the optical path length (OPL), 

he retardance (R) and the Eigen-polarization ellipticity (EPE), de- 

ned as follows. For a material homogenous in depth, the OPL re- 

uces to ( n o � t ), where n o is the ordinary optical refractive in-

ex (for pure calcite, n o = 1.658) and t the total thickness. The 

etardance R is defined by (| �n eff| � t ), where �n eff is the effective

irefringence, resulting from the angle between the beam direc- 

ion and the c-axis of the calcite crystal (see Supporting Fig. S10). 

ote that, for an optically isotropic material ( i.e ., the amorphous 

hase, here) �n eff = 0 and so is the retardance. The EPE is related

o the crystalline disorder along the beam direction. For a crystal 

erfectly homogeneous in depth, the EPE is zero, while larger val- 

es evidence that the direction of the c-axis crystal, as projected 

n the sample plane, varies significantly along the sample depth 

49] . Note that, if R = 0 (isotropic material or beam direction par- 
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Fig. 3. Coherent Raman microscopy images performed at the CC, ACC and Pr vibration modes on a Pinna nobilis shell spine. ( A )-( C ) SRS intensity images of a P. nobilis spine 

at the CC, ACC and Pr vibration modes, respectively. ( D, E ) Cross sections of the signals shown in ( A )-( C ), along the lines indicated in ( A ). These plots show some correlation 

between the ACC and Pr signals and their anti-correlation with the CC signal. Linear colour scales (a.u.) and spatial scales are indicated. 
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llel to the c-axis), the EPE value is meaningless, because of degen- 

racy [49] . Finally, the transmittance, which is another parameter 

xtracted from this analysis, describes the transmission power of 

 sample (from opaque to transparent). This quantity provides im- 

ges similar to wide-field optical images and contains little phys- 

cal information. It is shown hereafter as a mean to depict the 

hell morphology. The results obtained on the same P. nobilis shell 

lready investigated with coherent Raman ( Fig. 2 ) are shown in 

ig. 4 and Supporting Fig. S11, while the investigation of a P. mar- 

aritifera growing shell edge is presented in Fig. 5 . The OPL pro- 

ides information on the optical properties integrated along the 

rism thickness, and its mapping can evidence small lateral fluc- 

uations within a prism: the OPL precision is about a few nanome- 

ers while, laterally, it presents the sub-micrometric lateral resolu- 

ion of optical microscopy. For each prism, we observe a dome-like 

PL profile ( Fig. 4 A and Supporting Fig. S11B and C), exhibiting ap-

roximately the same amplitude between the centre and the edge 

f the prisms, irrespective of the distance from the shell border 

the height of the dome would be at most about 10 0–50 0 nm, as-

uming the material producing the dome-like OPL profile is pure 

alcite, which is likely an overestimation of the biogenic calcite in- 

ex). The retardance is reported in Fig. 4 B. As the extraordinary 

xis, corresponding to the c-axis of the crystal, is mostly aligned 

ith the beam observation direction, the resulting retardance is 

n average negligible in most of the observed prisms (similar to 
200 
he sketch in Supporting Fig. S10A). However, a closer look within 

he prisms unveils local annular features of larger retardance, sug- 

esting local change in the crystalline orientation properties. These 

bservations can be compared with the above coherent Raman mi- 

roscopy results, presented in Fig. 2 ( Fig. 4 C, D), where the retar-

ance map, limited to higher values, has been superimposed onto 

he CC chemical map of the same region ( Fig. 4 D). This compar-

son highlights the strong correlation between the chemical and 

rystalline features within the prisms. Results obtained on the P. 

argaritifera shell ( Fig. 5 ) show similar behaviour with respect to 

he dome-like profile. However, the whole retardance map, where 

ost of the prisms present non-zero retardance, is rather differ- 

nt from the P. nobilis one. The retardance map of the whole pris- 

atic assembly results from a larger range of orientational distri- 

ution with respect to the orientation of prisms in P. nobilis , in 

greement with literature [50] . For this shell, whose R is mostly 

on-zero ( Fig. 5 C), the EPE map is also shown ( Fig. 5 D). Closer ob-

ervations of some individual prisms are plotted in Fig. 5 E-I, focus- 

ng either on R or EPE. For prisms with R ≈ 0, one often observes 

ome faint annular rings within the prisms ( Fig. 5 E, F). When R

 0, the measurement is less sensitive to small changes of R and 

e thus rely on the EPE map. The prisms selected in Fig. 5 G-I are

haracterized in general by very small EPE values, contrasting with 

ome annular structures corresponding to a local increase of the 

PE. These annular structures, observed in the R and EPE maps, 
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Fig. 4. Pinna nobilis spine as seen by optical vectorial ptychography. ( A ) Optical path 

length (OPL) and ( B ) retardance (R) maps obtained on the same Pinna nobilis shell 

spine as shown in Fig. 3 . ( C, D ) OPL and R maps, restricted to higher values and 

superimposed onto the coherent Raman map acquired at the CC vibration mode 

( Fig. 3 A ), in order to highlight correlations with the CC coherent Raman distribution 

map. ( E, F ) Profile plots along the dashed lines indicated in ( C ) and ( D ). The grey 

areas highlight regions within the prisms where an increase of retardance corre- 

lates with a decrease of the CC signal, while dotted lines define the inter-prismatic 

regions, for which the OPL is small and therefore, R becomes noisy. Colour scales 

are indicated on the figures. In ( A-D ), the scale bars are 20 μm. (For interpretation 

of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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Fig. 5. Optical vectorial ptychography characterization of a Pinctada margaritifera 

shell growth edge. ( A ) Transmittance map. ( B ) OPL map and cross-section (inset) 

obtained along the white dashed line shown in ( B ). ( C ) Retardance (R) map evi- 

dencing large retardance distribution, likely resulting from the wide distribution of 

the c-axis orientation [50] . ( D ) Eigen-polarization ellipticity (EPE) map. ( E, F ) Retar- 

dance zoom-in views, centred on prism units with low retardance. The colour scale 

is the same as in ( C ). These prisms are particularly sensitive to structural defects 

due to their generally low level of retardance. ( G-I ) EPE Zoom-in views centred on 

prism units with non-zero retardance. The colour scale is the same as in ( D ). In 

( E-I ) some faint annular structures are sometimes visible. Note that R and EPE can 

not be reliably evaluated in regions where OPL is small (as e.g. , the inter-prismatic 

regions). The scale bars are 50 μm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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esult from local crystalline disorder along the beam direction, i.e. , 

long the prism thickness. 

In brief, the crystalline characterization of the prisms from both 

pecies evidenced a dome-like OPL profile and the presence of lo- 

al annular features of larger retardance visible in prisms of small 

etardance or similar annular features in the EPE map, for prisms 

f larger retardance. These likely result from crystalline disorder 

long the mineralizing unit thickness. 

.3. Crystalline information derived from X-ray nanoprobe Bragg 

iffraction 

Finally, X-ray nanoprobe Bragg diffraction experiments were 

arried out on disc and prism units of a P. margaritifera shell as a 

ean to further investigate the crystalline properties in these early 

ineralized units, without intrusive sample preparation. The pen- 
201 
tration power of the 14.64 keV X-ray beam enables the investiga- 

ion of native shells, giving access to the integral crystalline prop- 

rties along the X-ray beam, i.e ., along the thickness. The method 

s furthermore highly sensitive to crystalline strain (within a few 

0 −4 accuracy) and tilts (a few 0.001 °). The spatial resolution is 

ltimately limited by the size of the beam (about 80 nm) and 

he field of view is typically in the 10 - 100 μm range, making 

t suitable to explore a full mineralized unit. The highly focused 

anobeam is scanned across the sample while rocking the sam- 

le to explore different orientations of the crystal, over a limited 

ngular range of a few degrees. As each mineralized unit has a dif- 

erent crystalline orientation, its Bragg diffraction peak contribu- 

ion can be isolated and analysed separately from the ones aris- 

ng from the neighbouring units. At each scanning position, the 

D intensity distribution is recorded in the vicinity of a Bragg re- 

ection, a typical example of which is shown in Fig. 6 A, together 

ith the three associated planar projections (defined by the lat- 

ice distortion- (or strain-) related axis q and the two rotation axes 

and γ ): it highlights the complexity of the intensity distribu- 

ion, being composed of several distinct Bragg peak components. 

or both prism and disc, the integrated Bragg diffraction intensity 

istributions follow the shape of the units they stem from, indi- 

ating a rather homogenous orientation of the probed crystalline 

lanes ( Fig. 6 B, F). From the 3D intensity distribution, the lattice 

istortion over the prism and disc areas can be calculated, defined 

s �d hkl / d hkl with �d hkl = d ref - d hkl and d hkl (resp., d ref ) being the

attice parameters in the disc or prism, estimated from the Bragg 

eak position (resp., the lattice parameter of a chosen crystalline 

eference). For all analysed hkl reflections, the mean position of the 

ragg peaks allows us to calculate an average compressive lattice 

istortion of about (3.7 ± 0.5) × 10 −3 using the geological calcite 
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Fig. 6. X-ray nanoprobe Bragg diffraction investigations of a disc and prism from a Pinctada margaritifera shell. ( A ) Typical 3D intensity distribution obtained at the 125 

Bragg reflection, for a single position of the nanobeam onto the sample. It shows the complexity of the Bragg peak along the strain-related axis q , the rocking curve angle 

θ and the azimuth angle γ . The projections onto the three planes defined by these axes are also shown. The scale bars along θ and γ represents 0.5 °, while the one along 

q represents 0.41 nm 

−1 . ( B ) Spatial distribution of the integrated diffraction intensity from the 113, 125 and 204 reflections, for the prism. ( C ) Strain extracted from the 113 

intensity distribution. ( D ) Number of peaks (or components) observed in the 3D Bragg intensity distribution: the shown numbers are the average values obtained from the 

113, 125 and 204 reflections. ( E ) Typical evolution of the Bragg diffraction intensity (125 reflection projected onto the ( θ , γ ) plane) along an axis parallel to the shell growing 

direction. The respective beam positions are indicated in ( D ). ( F ) Same as ( B ) for the disc 113 reflection. ( G ) Strain map extracted from the 113 reflection. ( H ) Same as ( E ) for 

the disc (113 reflection), with respective beam positions indicated in ( G ). In ( C ) and ( G ), the colour scale has been chosen so that the zero value refers to the same geological 

calcite reference, while the colour range has been set so that the ring-like feature and the average strain level exhibit the same contrast. 
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Fig. 7. Proposition of a temporal model of prism formation in early stages. ( A ) Ini- 

tial disc formation resulting from the transformation of a mixture of amorphous 

CaCO 3 and organics into calcite, following a radial progression and a radial exclu- 

sion and thus transport of organics towards the disc edge. ( B ) At the end of the 

transformation, the disc is mostly crystalline with un-transformed amorphous and 

organics at the edge and organics expelled further outside. ( C ) A subsequent layer 

forms underneath the first layer, following the same transformations as described 

in ( A ), with likely a higher crystalline density and a larger lateral extent, result- 

ing in a dome-like height profile. The crystal quality under the edge of the previ- 

ously formed disc is modified locally (strain and tilts), in the vicinity of the organic- 

rich region. ( D ) Subsequent layers forms following the same transformations as de- 

scribed in ( A ) and ( B ). Their lateral extent is limited by the nearest neighbors, in 

the region opposite to shell growth edge. It results in the formation of flat inter- 

faces and the transformation from the disc to the prism shape. Organics accumulate 

in the inter-prismatic region. ( E ) The prism grows by self-replication. 
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rystalline parameters as a reference. It means that the found lat- 

ice parameters is smaller than the one of geological calcite. Inter- 

stingly, the distortion maps exhibit full or partial ring-like struc- 

ures ( Fig. 6 C, G). A full ring is observed for the disc, while a par-

ial annular feature is observed for the prism, located on the prism 

art, which is closer to the shell growth edge. This feature, which 

orresponds to a shift of the Bragg peak position with respect to 

he mean position defined previously, is an additional compressive 

train of about 1.8 × 10 −3 . For the prism, this feature is not visible

n the 125 distortion maps, but still on the 113 and 204, likely indi-

ating that the additional strain develops mostly along the calcite 

- and/or b-axis, as a- and b-axis information contributes slightly 

ore strongly to the 113 and 204 Bragg peak positions. Finally, the 

umber of Bragg peak components was extracted from the series 

f 2D intensity maps projected along the strain-related direction, 

.e. , onto the plane defined by the two rotation axes (shown for 

he prism in Fig. 6 D). This map presents a specific spatial distribu- 

ion pattern, with the number of components, within one prism, 

ncreasing from the shell growth edge towards the more mature 

art of the shell, starting with only one Bragg peak at the prism re-

ion closer to the growth edge, up to about 6 peaks further away 

rom the growth edge. In comparison, the disc exhibits a smaller 

umber of peak components, estimated as one or two, within the 

imit of the data quality (Supporting Fig. S12). 

In summary, the crystalline characterization of P. margaritifera 

arly mineralizing units evidenced again the presence of ring-like 

eatures, appearing as a local increase in the strain map. The Bragg 

eak intensity distribution, which can be monitored over the unit 

rea, is composed of several contributions. While the number of 

ontributions is rather small in the disc, it evolves strongly in the 

rism, up to several peaks in the part opposite to the growth edge. 

.4. Complementary crystalline information derived electron 

icroscopy 

As a complementary approach, transmission electron mi- 

roscopy (TEM) was used to gain insights on the initial stages of 

he biomineralization process (Supporting Figs. S13–15). To this 

im, a well-developed prism was selected and the area in vicin- 

ty to the external side of the prism was investigated with electron 

eam diffraction, a region identified as the starting point of the 

rism growth (see Supporting Fig. S1D-F). It reveals the presence 

f a nodule on the external surface of the prism. Upon close in- 

pection beneath the nodule, a layered, rather irregular, organiza- 

ion of the mineral material took place along the prism depth. Such 

ayers, although difficult to identify, could be about 150 to 300 nm 

n thickness and the first deposited layers seem to present an ar- 

uate shape following the inner side of the nodule (see Support- 

ng Fig. S13 and S14D). Unfortunately, the characterization of addi- 

ional nodules could not be produced, likely because the success of 

his challenging experiment requires that the nodule is still present 

n the surface prior to the invasive sample preparation, while the 

entre of the prisms often presents a depletion on their external 

ide (see Supporting Fig. S1). Furthermore, the position of the ax- 

al section needs to be matched to the nodule within a few hun- 

reds of nanometers accuracy. Additional investigations performed 

n the external sub-surface of a prism are shown in Supporting 

ig. S15, together with a series of close-up views of the granular 

tructure, along the prism’s radial direction up to the prism edge. 

t exhibits a crystalline-to-amorphous transition towards the prism 

dge. More details on these results are presented in the caption of 

ig S15. 

In short, the observation of a prism cross section with electron 

ransmission microscopy, performed in the vicinity of the external 

ide of the prism, shows the presence of a nodule on the top of 

rystalline layers with possibly arcuate shape. At the prism edge, a 
203 
radient of crystallinity is observed, from fully crystalline granules 

o fully amorphous. 

. Discussion 

.1. Analysis of the observed chemical and crystalline structural 

eatures 

The chemical and crystalline features identified in early biomin- 

ralized units shed light on the process of biomineralization, which 

e discuss further. To support our analysis and help the reader 

o follow our reasoning, we summarize our propositions in a 3D 

iomineralization model, depicted in Fig. 7 , inferring the behaviour 

n the third direction by considering the changes observed be- 

ween young disc-like units and mature prisms. Starting from the 

esults depicted in Fig. 1 (and Supporting Figs. S4 and S5), we ob- 

erved that the ring-like features, identified by chemical and crys- 

alline contrast techniques, start to deviate strongly from their ini- 

ial annular shape once mineralizing units get in contact with each 
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ther. This behaviour likely indicates that the rings progress radi- 

lly from a centre to the edge of the mineralizing unit ( Fig. 7 A,

). This notion of radial growth is also supported by the differ- 

nce in the strain distributions observed in the disc (full ring) and 

he prism (partial annular feature, located inside the prism). This 

s likely resulting from the Voronoi growth process [ 63 , 64 ], show-

ng that the prism continues to extend in space if unabutted. The 

requent observation of ACC at the prism edges and in early discs 

 Fig. 2 and Supporting Fig. S7) could further indicate that ACC pre- 

ursors are involved in the crystallisation process of P. margaritifera 

nd P. nobilis . The coexistence of Pr and ACC in the CC-reduced re-

ions, further evidenced by the calculation of the correlation co- 

fficients (Supporting Fig. S8) may be interpreted as exclusion of 

rganics as CC crystallises from ACC, from the prism centre to the 

rism edge, while the presence of ACC at the prism edge might 

ather be due to the incomplete ACC transformation, at the prism 

nterface. The systematic observation of an overall dome-like OPL 

rofiles in prisms ( Figs. 4 and 5 and Supporting Fig. S11) could be

ttributed to an increase of the disc thickness ( Fig. 7 C, D) occur- 

ing simultaneously with its widening until some part of the disc 

dge reaches the neighbouring units. Alternatively, an increase of 

he optical refractive index alone (induced by e.g. , the densifica- 

ion of the material), in the central part of the prism, could lead 

o the same dome-like OPL profile. However, the coherent Raman 

ntegrated intensity along the prism thickness, shows, at least for 

ome prisms of P. margaritifera , a similar dome like profile, sup- 

orting the hypothesis of a prism slightly thicker in its centre than 

t the edge (and so far not visible with scanning electron mi- 

roscopy). Along the shell surface, when the mineral units abut one 

nother, their shape is no longer circular. The built interface be- 

omes flat, following a Voronoi-cell construction [ 63 , 64 ] ( Fig. 7 D,

). The additional depressions observed near the centre of many 

risms (with coherent Raman and optical vectorial ptychography 

icroscopy approaches, see e.g. , Fig. 4 A, E, F or Fig. 5 B), coincide

ell with the centre of a Voronoi-cell ordering pattern and might 

e attributed to the onset of the disc nucleation process. The nod- 

le observed in Supporting Fig. S13, exhibits low Ca and O contents 

below the detection level), which would agree with the presence 

f organic matter. Although the role of the amorphous nodule is 

ifficult to demonstrate, we would like to suggest that this could 

e the organic calcification centre, as already proposed by others 

 12 , 65 ], owing to the likely arcuate shape of the crystalline lay-

rs underneath the nodule. However, this single observation is not 

 decisive proof. Finally, optical ( Figs. 4 and 5 ) and X-ray ( Fig. 6 )

icroscopy data indicate a modification of the crystalline prop- 

rties in the vicinity of the ring-like structure, corresponding to 

oth compressive strain and lattice tilts. The observation of the 

ing-like strain and orientational disorder structures indicates that 

he crystallisation process is likely modified under or close to the 

rganic-rich regions ( Fig. 7 C-E). The existence of several Bragg peak 

omponents in some regions of the prism indicates that the crys- 

allinity is neither perfectly homogeneous nor continuous along 

he thickness direction. It rather corresponds to a stacking of crys- 

als with slightly different orientations. However, this behaviour 

hanges strongly along the prism surface. In particular, the region 

loser to the shell edge is perfectly homogeneous (one Bragg com- 

onent). In the same way, the disc, which is in total thinner, ex- 

ibits a smaller number of Bragg components. These two observa- 

ions point towards a layer-by-layer growth model, in which each 

ayer, may be arcuate around the nodule for the first crystallisa- 

ion cycles, would be associated to a slightly different crystalline 

rientation within the range of about 2–3 °. The finite extent of the 

ery first layers and their limited extent when the crystalline unit 

s in contact with the neighbour units would explain the increase 

f Bragg components observed in some part of the prism (Support- 

ng Fig. S12F, G), an observation that is also consistent with the 
204 
ptical dome-like profile. Finally, the histogram analysis performed 

n the coherent Raman intensity signal, shows that the prism in- 

ensity distributions usually exhibit one or two main peaks. The 

ncrement between these peaks appears to be relatively constant 

nd follows a linear increase towards mature prisms. Unless it cor- 

esponds to an unlikely step-wise progression of the crystal den- 

ity, this behaviour also supports the layer-by-layer growth model 

 51 , 53 , 66 ]. A rough estimation of the prism thickness ( e.g. , about

–4 μm for prism #4 in Fig. 1 G) compared to the position of its

ntensity distribution maximum (6 intervals, in Fig. 1 F) allows us 

o estimate the individual growth layer to be in the range of 500–

00 nm. 

.2. Prism biomineralization temporal model 

The possibility to observe several mineralizing units in their 

arly growth stage and to image the distribution of disordered and 

rdered CaCO 3 within each mineralizing units, allows us to pro- 

ose a temporal sequence, at least within the limits of these in- 

irect observations. Our experimental observations point towards 

he existence of an amorphous calcium carbonate precursor that 

ould further transform into crystalline CaCO 3 , after the organics 

s expelled from the currently growing layer, as already suggested 

y others [67] . Similar conclusions were inferred from various ob- 

ervations of ACC in a series of biomineral structures [38] . We note 

hat the formation of a transient ACC phase from an initial liquid 

morphous hydrated CaCO 3 as reported earlier [68] , is consistent 

ith our observations: the radial progression of the observed ring 

nd the expulsion of the organics across the mineralizing unit ne- 

essitate a substantial degree of intrinsic viscosity in the surround- 

ng material, as it should be provided by a hydrated CaCO 3 phase, 

hich was already observed in calcite [ 32 , 69 ] and aragonite [ 33 , 37 ]

iominerals or by a dense liquid precursor [70] . 

The presence of the bent organic feature, coinciding with an in- 

reasing amount of amorphous CaCO 3 phase and the reduction of 

rystalline CaCO 3 , indicates that organic molecules are likely as- 

ociated to the amorphous-to-crystalline transition, as proposed 

arlier [71] . The exact role of these organics, whether they stabi- 

ize the ACC prior to its transformation into CC, or are released 

uring the transformation, is however difficult to infer. We fur- 

her propose that the radial motion of the organic ring-like fea- 

ure and the accumulation of the organic material at the edge of 

rystallizing unit produce – at least in part - the widely observed 

 60 , 61 ] organic inter-prismatic walls. An additional source of or- 

anic molecules arising directly from the mantle cells could com- 

lete the inter-prismatic structure by attaching to the prism enve- 

ope as it presents itself at the prism surface, in agreement with 

he observations from others [ 72 , 73 ]. Theoretical works have ad- 

ressed the question of the prism columnar growth [ 61 , 63 ]. The

rocess we suggest would imply that the columnar shape of the 

rism assembly results from a mechanism in which the growth of 

ach prism is obtained by replicating the same organic/crystalline 

orphology, all along the mineralizing cycles. Assuming that the 

rystallisation mode remains the same along the prism growth 

 i.e., it relies on an amorphous-to-crystalline transformation pro- 

ressing radially from a nucleation centre), this necessarily requires 

he preservation of the ring centre from one mineralizing layer 

o another. The presence of an organic nodule, which we tend to 

nterpret as the initial nucleation centre (as previously reported 

 14 , 74 ]), may coincide with the ring centre, at least for the initial

ineralizing cycle. However, for the subsequent prism growth, the 

echanism driving the self-replication of the prism shape is more 

ntriguing. The identification of the organic molecules is out of the 

cope of the present article. Although challenging to apply to the 

arly disc-like mineralized units, additional information could pos- 

ibly be gained with spatially-resolved nanoSIMS [75] . Our work 
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oes not investigate further the role of the organic molecules, but 

he hypothesis we present here opens up several questions, which 

ay guide future experiments. It seems quite unlikely that this 

ersistent registration is induced by the distribution of the man- 

le cells (this would require the cells to remain at exactly the same 

osition within a positional accuracy in the order of the prism wall 

harpness, i.e. , likely less than a micrometre, while the whole man- 

le is growing to accommodate the increasing extent of the shell). 

ne possible scenario would be that the centre of the prism, be- 

ond the initial disc in contact with the organic nodule, corre- 

ponds to some variations in chemical composition of the min- 

ralizing part, which would be replicated along the prism axis, 

reserving the columnar shape. In particular, this nucleation cen- 

re could be caused by the presence of organic molecules able 

o destabilize the amorphous state and trigger the crystallisation. 

hey could be produced by the mantle and self-assembled in spa- 

ial registration with an organic nodule. The location of the crys- 

allisation nucleation at the centre of the disc would be further 

onsistent with the ring-like feature and a nucleation event occur- 

ing far from the disc edge, as required to produce the simultane- 

us thickening and broadening of the disc. Alternatively, we may 

ropose that the organics molecules trapped at the inter-prism 

alls may disfavour the crystal nucleation in their vicinity, thereby 

avouring its nucleation far away from them, i.e. , at the prism cen- 

re, in the on-going growth layer. They could also play a role in 

he self-replication of the prism along its growth axis by attracting 

he organic molecules expelled from the successive crystallisation 

vents and/or by the mantle, altering the local chemistry ( e.g. , by 

roducing a pH gradient) and stopping the amorphous-to-crystal 

ransformation. In both cases (centre-driven or organic-wall inhib- 

ted crystallisation), the position of the organic wall depends on 

he mobility of the organics within the crystallizing media. 

Finally, the observation of strain and orientation ring-like fea- 

ures is likely related to the presence of the organic-rich regions 

the distortion being more visible on the a- and b-axis, substitu- 

ion of Ca by Mg impurities is likely ruled out [76] ). This sug-

ests that the crystallisation process, and in particular the strain 

nd orientation of the produced crystal, could be locally modi- 

ed by the organics [77] . While the overall homogeneous com- 

ressive strain, observed in the whole unit, is likely due to resid- 

al organics in the biogenic calcite, as previously reported [77] , 

he spatially well-defined ring-like strain and orientation pattern 

ould rather hint towards a strong organic interaction at the or- 

anic/inorganic interfaces. The organic-mediated strain might pro- 

ide the means to modify the optical and mechanical properties 

f calcite, in a spatially fine-grained manner [9] . The behaviour of 

he Bragg component distribution, which strikingly increases along 

he shell growth axis, points towards the layer-by-layer biominer- 

lization model [53] , further supported by the histogram intensity 

istribution analysis of the coherent Raman signal. 

. Conclusion 

We have presented chemical and crystalline features on the 

tructure of the prismatic units of two bivalve shells Pinctada 

argaritifera and Pinna nobilis , by using highly sensitive quantita- 

ive optical microscopy methods and high-resolution X-ray Bragg 

iffraction microscopy approach, all able to provide structural in- 

ormation with negligible radiation-induced impacts. Our multi- 

odal strategy, based on the detailed investigations of early- 

ineralized units, allows us to provide insights into this calcite 

iomineralization. We believe that these findings present a signif- 

cant step forward in the understanding of the biomineralization 

rocess, as it provides a clear spatial link between the organics, 

morphous and crystalline compounds, and likely their respective 

volution over time. 
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